
Conference Workshops

What is the Seeding Your 
Future Conference?

The Seeding Your Future Conference is part of the 
Seeding Your Future Initiative aimed at encouraging the 

next generation of science, technology, engineering, 
and math (STEM) professionals. 

Specifically, the Seeding Your Future Conference is a 
one-day, hands-on event that aims to inspire middle 

school-aged girls (grades 5–8 or equivalent). It is held 
on a Saturday in October on the campus of 

Shepherd University  

The Seeding Your Future Conference
 is FREE to Attend

Participants Can Enjoy:
• A short, inspirational talk by a woman

 in STEM

• Interacting with STEM women during a 
speed-dating style panel

• Participating in a series of four hands-on 
workshops that encompass many STEM areas

But most importantly, they will be 
doing STEM.

For more information:
Visit

 SeedingYourFuture.weebly.com

Email
 SeedingYourFuture@gmail.com

Thank you to our sponsors! September 22nd, 2017
Shepherd University 
Shepherdstown, WV



Workshops 
Inc lude:

Seeing Sounds, Hearing Pictures
Presented by Dr. Ruth Conley
Did you know that computers allow us to both see and hear sounds? We 
also use computers to understand and modify sound. In this workshop you 
will listen to, view, and process sounds on the computer. You’ll even make 
your own audio composition to take home!

The Eureka Moment
Presented by Dr. Sytil Murphy
While in the bath, Archimedes determined that heavier objects displace more 
water, allowing him to check if the king’s crown was pure gold. After this 
insight, Archimedes ran naked down the street yelling “EUREKA!” Based upon 
Archimedes’ Principle, we will determine the composition of the modern penny.

The Eyes: A Pathway to  
Your Soul or Your Brain?
Presented by Dr. Heidi Dobish
Come and explore how your eyes perceive color, depth and so much more. 
This session will include demonstrations and a chance for you to create an 
eye with play-dough!

Frannie and the Water Factory
Presented by Dr. Fran Brown
Learn the science and awesomeness of certified water supply operations! 
Build your own direct filters and learn how your city keeps your water safe.

I See What You’re Saying:  
Sight and Hearing in the Brain 
Presented by Dr. Chris Lovelace
Without our brain, we wouldn’t be able to perceive or respond to things 
around us. You’ll learn what parts of the brain help us see and hear and 
then look at a real human brain! We will do an experiment on how the brain 
processes vision and hearing by measuring response to lights and sounds. 

Assessing Local Freshwater Resources 
Presented by Ms. Cecilia Melton
Human activities may impact water quality in local fresh water sources, like 
the Town Run and the Potomac River. In this workshop, we will examine our 
impacts on local water resources. We will analyze our local fresh water 
resources to determine if human impacts are threatening water quality. 

Hooray for DNA!
Presented by Dr. Carol Plautz
Learn about the importance of DNA and the cells of your body, then step up 
to the lab bench and isolate and visualize your OWN DNA!

Surviving the Zombie Apocalypse
Presented by Dr. Jeff Groff
Learn how to use interactive computer models simulated with NetLogo 
to investigate the dynamics of a zombie outbreak. We will look at how 
humanity’s survival depends on zombie hunter effectiveness, the prevalence 
of natural or acquired immunities to the zombie plague, and the ability of 
zombies to seek out and infect healthy individuals.

Can You Dig It?
Presented by Dr. Karen Adams
What does math have to do with unlocking the secrets of King Tut’s tomb or 
finding the Titanic? Join in this archaeological exploration and learn how 
cool math tricks piece together the puzzles of the past!

Animate Your Name
Presented by Ms. Elaine Schwing
Come learn computer programming basics by using Code.org’s tools to 
animate each letter of your name. You will be able to send yourself the final 
product to show off to friends and family! 

Water Bugs and Stream Pollution
Presented by Dr. Peter Vila
We all need clean drinking water and many love playing in streams. But how 
do you determine if your stream is healthy? Aquatic insects are fascinating 
creatures and can also be used to detect water pollution problems. Find out 
why and how aquatic insects are used to detect healthy waters.  

Dr. Warburton’s Biochemistry Emporium
Presented by Dr. Robert Warburton
In the past, Dr. Warburton looked at the digestion of liver and bioluminescence. 
This year, he couldn’t decide on just one idea, so this workshop will feature  
a biochemistry inspired experiment.

SlimeFest!
Presented by βββ
In this workshop, you will learn how to make and customize your own slime! 
Take home your creation after learning about polymers! 

Programming Grab Bag
Presented by Mr. Adam Paige
Want to learn how to do some programming? In this workshop, you will be 
able to explore ways to program computers and apply your programs to 
things like building and designing a computer game.

YouTube Chemistry
Presented by Dr. Jacquelyn Cole 
There is some awesome science happening on YouTube so we’ll try them out 
in the lab. We will insta-freeze water, write invisible notes, make slime, play 
with gallium, melt Legos, and more!

Colorful Chemistry
Presented by Dr. Dan DiLella
The color of an object such as a shirt or a ball depends on the materials 
from which it is made. However, when a chemical reaction occurs, it is often 
possible to produce colors that are different from the starting materials. You 
will perform several chemical reactions resulting in surprising color changes.  

Thinking Outside the Box: Odd and 
Unexpected Mental Processes
Presented by Dr. Lindsey Levitan
We often think of our minds as computers — objectively processing information 
to arrive at correct conclusions. Everyday mental processes can miss things 
right in front of us, stumble on seemingly simple tasks, and draw radically 
incorrect conclusions. Come learn about how the mind really works.

Rock Down to Electrochemical Avenue
Dr. Jordan Mader
Electrochemistry is the driving force behind batteries, solar cells, and fuel 
cells. Learn about how these reactions work by transferring electrons from 
one substance to another. Then, you can create your own work of art using 
electrochemistry! 

H2O Catalysis (Science of Bath Bombs)
Presented by Chemistry Society
Want to know how catalysis works and the purpose of catalysis in everyday 
life? Come learn about it in and make your own bath bomb!

Amazing Mushrooms!
Presented by Dr. Laura Robertson
The fungal kingdom includes the mushrooms that you eat on your pizza, the 
yeast that bakes your bread, and the mold used to make blue cheese. We 
will learn the parts of a mushroom (useful for identification), look at different 
species through the microscope, and make a mini mushroom grow kit! 

Digital Fabrication with Lasers!
Presented by Mr. Kevin Dartt
Digital fabrication is the process of using computer aided drawing 
programs in conjunction with robots to create precise parts, but don’t let 
that intimidate you! Participants will use computer software to create 
a design of their own that will be etched onto a decorative box using a 
laser engraving machine.

Create it Online!
Presented by Mr. Jason Miller
Create your own story book, cartoon, or game online. We’ll use the 
Scratch web site where millions of kids learn computer programming 
and share their creations. WARNING: you may find yourself creating 
programs on Scratch all the time!

An Ocean of Motion
Presented by Mr. Devon Umstead
The ocean is a dynamic place, with water moving from location to location. 
This motion is a very important factor in climate and biology, leading to a 
variety of underwater environments. Density is among the most important 
factors for the motion of water and will be studied in this workshop! 

From Two Dimensions to Three
Presented by: Ms. Amanda Harmon
A photograph is a two-dimensional (2D) representation of an object. 
It is now possible to take a series of these 2D images and use them to 
recreate a three-dimensional (3D) model of that object. In this workshop, 
you will experience this process.


